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The islands from tearing modes driven unstable and sustained by the helically perturbed neoclassical
bootstrap current often provide the practical limit to long-pulse, high confinement tokamak
operation. The destabilization of such ‘‘metastable’’ plasmas depends on a ‘‘seed’’ island exceeding
a threshold. A database from similar regimes@high confinement H-mode with periodic edge
localized modes~ELMs! and periodic central sawteeth# was compiled from the tokamaks ASDEX
Upgrade~AUG! @Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion41, 767 ~1999!#, DIII-D @Nucl. Fusion38, 987
~1998!#, and JET~Joint European Torus! @Plasma Phys. Controlled Fusion41, B1 ~1999!#. A
comparison is made of the measured critical beta for onset of them/n53/2 mode~m andn being
the poloidal and toroidal Fourier harmonics, respectively! to a model in terms of dimensionless
parameters for the seed and threshold islands. This modeling is then used for extrapolation to a
reactor-grade tokamak design such as ITER/FDR~International Thermonuclear Experimental
Reactor/Final Design Report! @Nucl. Fusion39, 2137 ~1999!#; this indicates that the seed island
from sawteeth could be too small to sufficiently disturb the metastable plasma and excite the
m/n53/2 neoclassical tearing mode. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-664X~00!02408-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

For a classical tearing mode,D8 characterizes the fre
energy available in the current profile and must be positive
drive the instability.1 However, even ifD8,0, a tearing mode
can be destabilized and sustained by perturbing the neo
sical bootstrap current.2 The m/n53/2 islands of full radial
width w, typically ~but not always! excited by sawteeth, of
ten constitute the first practical limit to low collisionality
high-beta, high-confinement, long-pulse tokamak opera
in the existing tokamaks, Axisymmetric Divertor Exper
ment-Upgrade~ASDEX Upgrade!,3 DIII-D, 4 and Joint Euro-
pean Torus~JET!5 when operated in a regime similar to th
of the proposed reactor-grade tokamak International Th
monuclear Experimental Reactor/Final Design Rep
~ITER/FDR!.6 Data for the onset of these modes were o
tained by slowly raising beta~ratio of volume averaged
plasma pressure to that of the toroidal magnetic field! on a
time scale longer than the sawtooth period and observing
beta value at onset. In this paper, a comparison of the m

a!Present address: CEA Cadarache, France.
3341070-664X/2000/7(8)/3349/11/$17.00
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sured critical beta to a theoretical model for the critical b
is made in terms of dimensionless parameters, and a s
empirical scaling law based on this model is developed. T
modeling is then used for extrapolation to a reactor-gra
tokamak, ITER/FDR in particular.

In Sec. II, the physics model for the neoclassical tear
mode onset is developed. Section III describes the exp
mental regime and database. The fitting of the model for
critical beta with dimensionless parameters is presente
Sec. IV with extrapolation to ITER/FDR. Conclusions a
given in Sec. V.

II. PHYSICS MODEL FOR NTM CRITICAL BETA

A. Modified Rutherford equation

The growth~or decay! of tearing mode islands is give
by the Rutherford equation modified for the perturbed n
classical bootstrap current,7

tR

r 2

dw

dt
5D81e1/2~Lq /Lp!buF w

w21wd
22

wpol
2

w3 G . ~1!
9 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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3350 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 8, August 2000 La Haye et al.
A helical magnetic perturbation resonant at minor radiusr,
where the equilibrium safety factorq5m/n, with m the po-
loidal mode number andn the toroidal mode number, gene
ates a ‘‘seed’’ island of full widthw which tends to flatten
the pressure in the O-point of the island but not in t
X-point. This makes a helical perturbation of the plasm
pressure, resulting in a helical perturbation of the bootst
current Jibs'e1/2¹p/Bu , which can reinforce the origina
magnetic perturbation. This effect is destabilizing for t
conventional case of a monotonically increasingq-profile
with Lq[q/(dq/dr).0 and monotonically decreasin
p-profile with Lp[2p/(dp/dr).0. Here D8 is assumed
negative, i.e., stabilizing,tR5m0r 2/(1.22h) is the resistive
diffusion time for local plasma resistivityh, e5r /R0 is the
local inverse aspect ratio for major radiusR0 , andbu is the
poloidal beta, i.e., the plasma pressure relative to polo
magnetic field pressure.

B. Characteristic island widths w d and w pol
associated with moderating effects

Two effects moderate or limit the perturbed bootstr
current term of Eq.~1!. The termwd is a characteristic island
width associated with incomplete pressure flattening in
island and is determined by balancing time scales for cro
field transportx' across the island and low collisionality
convective transport parallel to the island,8

wd'~RLqx' /nve!
1/3, ~2!

whereve5(2kBTe /me)
1/2 is the local electron themal spee

for temperatureTe . The choice of collisional parallel trans
port rather than convective would give awd}(x' /x i)1/4

scaling. The scaling forx' is uncertain and different trans
port models can result in different scalings ofwd , although
the magnitude ofwd is relatively insensitive aswd}x'

1/3. In
the thin island layer, the perpendicular diffusive transpor
here taken asxBohm51621kBTe /eBf0 , assuming the radia
correlation length of turbulence is small compared tow.
~With the island absent, the equilibrium transport is typica
gyro-Bohm.! Bf0 is the axial toroidal magnetic field. Th
characteristic islandwd is evaluated to be small~,1 cm! and
insignificant ~compared withwpol as discussed below! for
existing devices4,9 but is included in this work as potentiall
significant for reactor-grade tokamaks. Defining the dim
sionless scaling parameterr i* as r i /a, wherer i is the ion
gyroradius anda is the minor radius, the form for the relativ
sizewd /r can be written in terms ofr i* as

wd /r'Cdr i*
1/3, ~3a!

with a profile factor

Cd5FaR0Lq

32nr3 S me

mi
D 1/2G1/3

. ~3b!

As a reactor-grade tokamak will have smallerr i* than exist-
ing tokamaks,wd /r will also be smaller.

The other moderating effect on the perturbed bootst
current term of Eq.~1! is the helical polarization curren
arising from inertial effects.10 Here, the characteristic islan
wpol is of order of the ion banana widthe1/2ru i

,
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wpol'g1/2~n,e!~Lq /Lp!1/2e1/2ru i
, ~4!

and has two regimes of collisionality: low withn[n i /ev
!1 and g(n,e)[1, and high with n5n i /ev@1 and
g(n,e)5e23/2@1, whereru i

[v i /(eBu /mi) is the poloidal
ion gyroradius,n i is the ion collision frequency~to be dis-
cussed later!, andv is the propagation frequency of the mod
in the E3B rest frame. Experiment~and theory! suggests
v;v* , the diamagnetic frequency, and which in our mo
eling we take asv;ve* 5mTe /rBf0Lpe , the local electron
drift frequency for modem with Lpe52pe /(dpe /dr) the
electron pressure gradient scale length.wpol is evaluated as
2–3 cm in existing devices in the low collisionality regim
as compared towd of ;0.5 cm. The scaling of the relativ
sizewpol /r can be written in terms of the dimensionless s
r i* and the dimensionless collisionalityn as

wpol /r'Cpr i* g1/2~n,e!, ~5a!

with a profile factor

Cp5S eLqa2Bf0
2

r 2LpBu
2 D 1/2

, ~5b!

whereBu is the local poloidal magnetic field. Note that th
linear scaling ofwpol /r with r i* is unfavorable for reactor-
grade tokamaks and thatn scales asn* /r i* , wheren* is the
more conventional definition of collision frequency, norma
ized to the trapped ion bounce frequency: (n i /e)/vbi with
vbi5e1/2v i /qR0 the ion trapped particle bounce frequenc
For reactor-grade tokamaks, bothr i* and n* will be small
compared to existing tokamaks but the ratio proportional tn
will be comparable to that presently obtained.

C. Critical beta scaling with seed island

Given the values ofD8r , wpol /r , and wd /r , etc., the
marginal stability conditiondw/dt50 for the modified Ru-
therford equation~1! generally yields two branches:~a! a
critical island width which the seed island must exceed
trigger the instability and~2! a saturated island widthwsat.
This marginal stability curve inbu versusw space can be
written as

bu5A0S wpol

r D F w/wpol

12~wpol /w!2G , ~6a!

for a profile factorA0 , assumingwpol
2 @wd

2; the solution is
shown in Fig. 1.

At w5wmin5A3wpol , the marginal stability curve goe
through a point wherebu is a minimum,

bu,min5
3A3A0

2

wpol

r
, ~6b!

with

A052D8r /~e1/2Lq /Lp!, ~6c!

and below this, all values ofbu are stable to any size see
island. The minimumbu of Eq. ~6b! represents a lower limit
which is unfavorable for reactor-grade tokamaks asbu,min

}wpol /r}r i* at fixedn.10 However, forbu.bu,min , the sta-
bility depends on the seed island size,wseed, relative towpol .
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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For wseed&wpol , all bu are stable as the seed cannot su
ciently disturb the metastable plasma. The unstable bra
extends frombu5` at wseed/wpol51 to bu5bu,min for
wseed/wpol5A3. The scaling to a reactor grade tokamak w
thus depend on the scaling of the ratio ofwseedto wpol ~and
perhaps towd , if significant!. Consider a fixed ratio of
wseed/wpol.1, i.e.,wseedandwpol have the same scaling, the
bu,crit.bu,min}wpol /r}r i* at fixed n. While there is noa
priori reason for such awseedscaling, a roughly linear scal
ing of critical bN with r i* is observed experimentally with
in addition, a weakern scaling.4,5,9Here the more convenien
choice ofbN5b(%)/(I p /aBf0) is used rather thanbu with
I p , the plasma current in MA andbN}bu for fixed shape
and safety factor at the 95% poloidal flux within the sepa
trix boundaryq95.

D. Seed island dimensionless scaling

As the neoclassical tearing mode~NTM! critical beta
depends on how the ratio of seed island to character
threshold islands scales, a model is needed for the dim
sionless scaling of the seed island. It was pointed out in R
4 that on DIII-D thewseed measured from magnetic prob
data analysis increases withr i* and decreases with magnet
Reynolds number~Lundquist number! where

S[tR /tA , ~7!

where tR5m0r 2/h is the local resistive diffusion time
@1.223 that used in Eq.~1!# andtA5R0(m0nemi)

1/2/Bf0 is
the ideal Alfvén time for local electron densityne . Ther i*
scaling, in hindsight, came from the range ofA3
.wseed/wpol.1 needed for excitation, i.e., the data we
only sampled whenwseed;wpol}r i* . This experimental re-
sult motivated theoretical considerations of the role of
dynamics of geometrically coupled perturbations.11 Periodic
sawteeth occur in whichq on axis drops below unity, even
tually leading to an explosively unstablem/n51/1 mode
with anm/n52/2 harmonic and a periodic fast reconnecti
of the central flux raisingq on axis above one. Toroida
effects at finite aspect ratio geometrically couple reson
perturbations betweenq5m/n and q5(m61)/n surfaces.

FIG. 1. bu versusw stability evaluated from the modified Rutherford equ
tion. The unstable region is cross-hatched and is entered by crossin
dashed curve marked ‘‘seed;’’ this curve represents an unstable soluti
the marginal stability equation. The seed island is then amplified to the s
curve marked ‘‘saturated,’’ which represents the stable solution to the m
ginal stability equation.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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The Shafranov shiftL(bu) may also affect the geometri
coupling at higherbu .12 Thus a largeq51 sawtooth insta-
bility can produce a small perturbation atq53/2. Dynamic
shielding arises from a ‘‘skin’’ effect at theq53/2 singular
surface which is analogous to a resistive wall and oppo
the penetration of a rising radial magnetic field through
duced eddy currents. The dynamic shielding factor isS2a,
wherea51/4;3/8 depending on which physics assumptio
are made. Note that another dynamic shielding fac
(Dvt tear)

21/2 also exists whereDv is the differential toroidal
mode rotation between theq51 andq53/2 surfaces and the
tearing time t tear'tR

3/5tA
2/5.13 For DIII-D, for example,

(Dvt tear)
21/2&25, whileS3/8*500.

The relative seed islandwseed/r from coupling ofq51
sawteeth to theq53/2 surface is represented as

wseed

r
5S c̃

c0
D 1/2

f S r 1

R0
,
r 3/2

R0
,L DS2a, ~8a!

or

wseed

r
5Csbu

gS2a, ~8b!

where the strength of the perturbed flux atq51, c̃/c0 , and
the geometric coupling factor are combined inCs ; bu

g de-
scribes the increased coupling at higherbu , and S2a de-
scribes the dynamic shielding at theq53/2 skin layer. Note
that the value ofa will be determined from the data shortly
To put Eq.~8b! in the dimensionless form in terms ofr i*
andn we rewriteSusing Spitzer resistivityh[CspTe

23/2, ion
collision frequencyn i[CvneTi

23/2, andbu52m0nekBT/Bu
2

with Te'Ti[T. Thus

S5CSbu
1/2/r i*

3 n, ~9a!

with the profile factor

CS52~Bu /Bf0!~Lper
2/a3!CnmikB

3/2/~Cspe
3!. ~9b!

Note that at fixedbu and collisionalityn5n i /eve* , S rap-
idly increases with decreasingr i* as one scales to a reacto
grade tokamak at lowr i* . Our final physics-based dimen
sionless scaling forwseed/r ~from q51 sawteeth inducing
q53/2 NTMs only! is

wseed

r
5CsCS

2ar i*
3anabu

g2a/2[Cs0r i*
3ana, ~10!

where, again,a is expected to be 1/4–3/8 depending
physics assumptions but will actually be fitted to the da
The parameterg is chosen to bea/2, consistent with data
such thatwseed/r is well behaved at lowbu , i.e., wseed/r
would go to infinity at lowbu for g,a/2, and to make the
right-hand side~rhs! of Eq. ~6a! independent ofbu . Note
that for the special case ofa51/3, wseed/wpol

5(CsCS
21/3Cp

21)n1/3/g1/2(e,n) is independent ofr i* and is a
weak function ofn. This scaling~or a,1/3! would be unfa-
vorable for a reactor-grade tokamak. A scalinga.1/3 is fa-
vorable, as at low enoughr i* , high enoughS, the seed is-
land may be too small due to dynamic shielding to distu
the metastable plasma.

the
to
id
r-
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 2. Separatrix as well asq51 andq53/2 surfaces
for ~a! ASDEX Upgrade,~b! DIII-D, ~c! JET, and~d!
ITER/FDR, showing relative sizes.
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E. Critical beta dimensionless scaling with the a
parameter

The form for the critical beta, now including the incom
plete pressure flattening threshold, is

bu,crit5A0Cpr i* g1/2~n,e!

3F ~Cs0 /Cp!r i*
3a21na

g1/2~n,e!

S 11
Cd

2r i*
2/326a

Cs0
2 n2a D 21

2S Cp
2g~n,e!

Cs0
2 r i*

6a22n2aD G , ~11a!

with g(n,e)5(11C2n)/(11C3n), and the numerical coef
ficientsC2 /C3'e23/2 model the transition from the lown to
the high n polarization/inertial thresholds.4,10 Consider the
special case ofCd→0, g(n,e)→1, anda[1/3. Then

bu,crit5A0Cpr i* F ~Cs0 /Cp!n1/3

12~Cp
2/Cs0

2 !n22/3G , ~11b!

and the expected critical beta separates into a linearr i* fac-
tor multiplied by a separable function ofn. When the de-
nominator is close to unity, the function ofn will be weak,
;n1/3 for the low collisionality regime.

Next consider another special case ofCd→0, g(n,e)
→1, buta[4/9. Then

bu,crit5A0Cpr i*
4/3F ~Cs0 /Cp!n4/9

12~Cp
2/Cs0

2 !~n28/9/r i*
2/3

!G . ~11c!

For a54/9, ther i* andn scalings are not separable. At fixe
n, two competing dependencies onr i* exist. Lowerr i* de-
creases the characteristic polarization/inertial threshold;
numerator of Eq.~11c! becomes smaller. However, lowe
r i* /higherS leads to a smaller seed island, tending to ma
the denominator smaller andbu,crit higher. For this specia
case witha54/9, Eq.~11c! has a value ofn that minimizes
bu,crit which depends onr i* ,

nmin5~3Cp
2/Cs0

2 !9/8r i*
23/4. ~12!
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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Again assumingCd50, g(n,e)[1, anda[4/9, bu,crit will
increase weakly with collisionalityn for n.nmin and in-
crease with decreasingn for n,nmin . From Eq. ~12!, one
expects that fora54/9, the value ofnmin where dbu /dn
changes sign will shift to higher collisionality for lowe
r i* -higherS.

While this analysis can be generalized for any regi
anda starting from Eq.~11a!, one predicts from the model
~1! for a51/3, a separable criticalbu of nearly linearr i*
times a function of collisionalityn, i.e., the ratio ofbu,crit to
r i* will be independent ofr i* , ~2! for a.1/3, the depen-
dence ofbu,crit on r i* andn is not separable, i.e., the depe
dence ofbu,crit /r i* with n will change asr i* is scanned.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION AND DATABASE

A. Configuration

In order to study the scaling of the NTM threshold ov
a wide range of parameters, a database was compiled fro
number of tokamaks. The discharges studied are ELMy~with
edge localized modes! H-mode lower single-null divertor
~SND! at a safety factorq9553.2– 3.5 at the 95% poloida
flux surface within the separatrix. Elongation and lower t
angularity at the separatrix arek'1.7 andd'0.4, respec-
tively. Inverse aspect ratio isa/R0'0.35. Periodicq51
sawteeth are observed to inducem/n53/2 NTMs in the dis-
charges considered from ASDEX Upgrade,3 DIII-D, 4 and
JET,5 and all evaluations ofr i* , n, and bN are made just
before onset of such a mode. The plasma shapes and rel
sizes are shown in Fig. 2. The regimes of discharges con
ered for this study are chosen to match that for the ITE
FDR reactor-grade tokamak design also shown to scal
Fig. 2. All discharges are neutral beam heated, D2 , andTi

'Te . By fixing shape,q95, k, d, and the sawteething, ELMy
H-mode regime, it is anticipated that current,q, andp pro-
files will be similar from device to device. On DIII-D, fo
example,4 there is considerable ‘‘profile consistency’’ a
power, field, and density are varied at constant shape,q95,
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 3. ~a! ASDEX Upgrade: neutral
beam power, line averaged densit
bN , odd toroidal mode number
Mirnov activity dB/dt, even toroidal
mode number, Mirnov activitydB/dt
showing 3/2 mode after sawtooth an
drop in bN . ~b! DIII-D: central and
edge soft x-ray chords,m/n53/2 is-
land width ~calculated from Mirnov
dataw}B̃u

1/2! and beta poloidal calcu-
lated from MHD reconstruction code
EFIT. The neutral beam power wa
stepped up just before the time trac
starts and the fittedbu(w) is from the
Chang and Callen ‘‘belt’’ model.~c!
JET: NBI power, bN , odd Mirnov
(dB/dt) and even Mirnov (dB/dt) for
two discharges,~1! solid line has no
final step up in power and despite pe
riodic sawtooth ~jumps on odd
Mirnov! remains stable to 3/2 NTM,
~2! dashed line has extra step up i
power, initially higher bN but 3/2
NTM excited on sawtooth reducesbN

almost down to that of the discharg
with lower power.
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and regime~sawteething, ELMy H-mode! with the local
electron and ion temperature radial gradient scale lengthsLTe

andLTi
comparable and the electron density radial gradi

scale lengthLne
about 3.5 timesLTe

or LTi
.

A number of other tokamaks which have also expe
enced neoclassical tearing modes are not included in
study. For reasons of shape~circular-limited! and regime
~‘‘supershot’’!, Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor~TFTR! is not
included.2 While the COMPASS-D tokamak does have t
appropriate shape and regime@except forTe@Ti as electron
cyclotron resonant heating~ECH! is used#, m/n52/1 NTMs
are observed at high heating power, whilem/n53/2 NTMs
are not.14 This may be related to the use of ECH in very lo
density plasmas, resulting in the observed very centr
peakedTe and low Ti . Plans to study NTMs on Alcato
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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C-Mod, which would be of considerable interest due to
very high toroidal field, await sufficient additional heatin
power to access highbN .15 Finally, while NTMs are ob-
served on Japan Torus-60 Upgrade~JT-60U!, and are of con-
siderable scaling interest due to having both high field a
large size, sawteeth andq(0)51 disappear in long-pulse
high beta discharges.16,17 Future contributions from Alcator
C-Mod and JT-60U should provide an opportunity to test
predictions from the model fitted in Sec. IV.

B. Examples of qÄ1 sawteeth inducing m ÕnÄ3Õ2
NTMs

All cases studied here are of discharges with slowly r
ing beta where aq51 sawtooth crash induces them/n
53/2 NTM. Often the first ‘‘limit’’ on beta and confinement
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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this mode can cause beta~at fixed input power! to drop by
10%–30%. A case for ASDEX Upgrade is shown in F
3~a!,3,18 for DIII-D in Fig. 3~b!,4,19,20 and for JET in Fig.
3~c!.5 While not exactly comparable figures, Figs. 3~a!, 3~b!,
and 3~c! give the flavor of the effect seen.

Note that the critical beta for onset ofm/n53/2 NTMs
discussed in this work is not actually a beta ‘‘limit.’’ Afte
exciting a 3/2 NTM and subsequent confinement degra
tion, which is well described by the Chang and Call
‘‘belt’’ model,3,19,20 adding additional power can increas
beta back to or above the critical value.21,22 This is a ‘‘soft’’
limit as wsat}bu and Dbu /bu}2wsat}2bu , so asbu is
increased, the island expands, further degrading the con
ment. The ultimate ‘‘hard’’ NTM limit is observed when th
m/n52/1 mode is excited, usually following the 3/2 NTM i
these ITER/FDR regime discharges; this mode has a la
associated confinement reduction and often leads to los
H-mode and disruption.5,21,22

C. Seed island scaling with magnetic Reynolds
number S

A key ingredient in the critical beta scaling is how th
seed island scales. The seed island scaling model@Eqs.~7!–
~10!# is found to be consistent with the multidevice databa
Here the island width is determined from the Mirnov da
where available, with correction using electron cyclotr
emission~ECE! measurements.2,4,23–25 A toroidal array of
Mirnov probes on the outboard midplane is used to meas
dBu /dt. The integratedB̃u amplitude for then52 signal is
shown versus time for an example from DIII-D in Fig. 4. Th
value ofB̃u that grows after a sawtooth is taken as the ‘‘se
level.’’ This is converted into a radial field at theq53/2
minor radiusr ~at the outboard midplane! as

uB̃r u'
1

2 S b

r D 4

uB̃uuwall , ~13a!

where the probe is at minor radiusb and m1154 for the
assumedm53. This uB̃r u is then used to determine the se
island width through

wseed'S 16rR0uB̃r u
3sBf0

D 1/2

, ~13b!

wheres5r (dq/dr)/q2 with q53/2.
For multidevice comparison, the magnetohydrodynam

~MHD! equilibrium reconstruction code ‘‘EFIT’’ is used to
find the major radii of theq53/2 surfaceRin andRout on the

FIG. 4. n52 Mirnov amplitudeB̃u versus time in DIII-D. Peaks for saw
teeth ~ST! and ELMs are noted as well as ‘‘seed level’’ after the ST th
induces a growingm/n53/2 NTM.
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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midplane. Theq53/2 minor and major radii are then define
asr 5(Rout2Rin)/2 andR05(Rout1Rin)/2, respectively. The
shears is taken assumingq[0.91(q9520.9)r 2/a2 just be-
fore the sawtooth crash. Applying Eq.~13! to shaped finite
aspect ratio discharges leads to a systematic error whic
corrected by comparison to direct outboard midplane isla
measurements of large, saturated islands~after 2500 ms in
Fig. 4, for example! by fast ECE radiometer. This measur
ment indicates that thewseedfrom Eq.~13! must be corrected
by a factor of 1.31, 0.68, and 0.60, respectively, for ASDE
Upgrade, DIII-D, and JET. This ECE measurement also
an uncertainty due to the finite radial channel spacing~DR
'2 cm on DIII-D! and bandwidth. The large saturated isla
width measured from ECE at 6.5 cm~corresponding to
wsat/r'15%! on DIII-D which was used to get the facto
0.68 correction of the Mirnov estimated island is thus its
uncertain. Given this, the ECE correctedwseed/r from
Mirnov data are adjusted by factors of 0.80, 1.00, and 0.
respectively, for ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, and JET to max
mize the correlation ofwseed/r versusS as shown in Fig. 5.
The best fit haswseed/r 511.3(%)S20.4660.05 with correla-
tion 20.74. HereS is evaluated at theq53/2 outboard mid-
plane location using Thomson scattering forTe and ne and
h[7.831024Te

23/2 (eV) with Zeff[1. Some of the larger
wseed/r data points in Fig. 5 do not actually grow after exc
tation and thus may be at the knee of the curve in Fig. 1

Actually, the ‘‘seed levels’’ measured in this mann
must exceed the threshold in order for the NTM to grow. T
critical b fitting, to be described later, must also make t
assumption that the onset of NTM growth is just at the se
curve of Fig. 1 or has not exceeded it by much. Care
control of all discharges in the database was used to r
beta on a time scale slower than that of the sawtooth pe
so as to make this onset condition close to the seed cu
However, variations in sawteeth, etc., will introduce an u
avoidable scatter in the data. Thus the levels ofwseed/r , and
of critical beta to be described next, tend to be overestima

t

FIG. 5. Scaling of relative seed islandwseed/r ~in %! versus magnetic Rey-
nolds numberS ~at q53/2 in units of 107!. Best fit is wseed/r (%)
511.3S20.4660.05 with correlation520.74.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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D. Critical beta scaling with collisionality and
normalized gyroradius

The database is based on a dimensionless collision
quencyn and a dimensionless sizer i* . Both n5n i /eve*
andr i* are evaluated at theq53/2 outboard midplane loca
tion. The ion collision frequency from Thomson scatteri
and charge exchange spectroscopy data isn i55.09
31027ne (cm23)/Ti

3/2 (eV) for Zeff[1. The local inverse as
pect ratio ise5r /R0 where r and R0 are defined in Sec
III C. The electron drift frequency isve* 5mTe /rL peBf0 ,
with m[3 and Lpe52pe /(dpe /dR) the electron pressur
gradient scale length. While careful attention to spatial a
temporal fitting is made to measureLpe, this gradient does
introduce scatter into the collisionality withn. The values of
normalized Larmor radius,r i* , are much less sensitive t
fitting and are taken asr i* 5@mi(2kBTi /mi)

1/2/eBf0#/a us-
ing the axialBf0 . All cases studied are in deuterium wit
mi52mp , mp being the proton mass. The multidevice da
base hasn50.01 to 0.14 andr i* 55;1231023. A typical
ITER/FDR6 case for bN52.5 and Greenwald densityG
5n14pa2/I p(MA) 51.35 hasn50.13 andr i* 51.231023.14

Note that asn}n* /r i* , the existing tokamaks cover th
range of n5n i /eve* expected for ITER/FDR despite it
smaller expectedn* andr i* .

A test of whether the critical beta can be expressed a
separable function, i.e.,bN} f (r i* )h(n), is shown in Fig.
6~a!. While ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D are similar to eac
other and have positive power law dependence withn, fixing
a linearr i* scaling~bN /r i* 55.8n0.25 and 9.4n0.43, respec-
tively!, JET has a much weaker negative power law dep
dence withn (bN /r i* 52.6n20.08). The differentn scaling of
bN /r i* lets us immediately state that a separable scalin
not appropriate to fit the data and thataÞ1/3 in our model.
@See Eq.~11b!. This presumes that thewd term of Eq.~11a!
is negligible as will be shown later in the complete fit.# As
bN /r i* is higher for JET at lown, and has weaker depen
dence onn, this suggests that for the lowerr i* @see Fig.
6~b!#, higher S, JET, thenmin from Eq. ~12! has shifted
lower, consistent witha.1/3 and Eq.~11c! ~a[4/9!. This
anticipates the fit fora which will be made later. The plot o
bN normalized by the bestf (n) solid lines of Fig. 6~a! is
shown versusr i* in Fig. 6~b!. The factor of 3 comes from
the approximate crossing of the solid curves in Fig. 6~a! at
bN /r i* '3 for n50.08. While the linear dependence onr i*
in Fig. 6~b! provides strong supporting evidence for t
polarization/inertial threshold model, Eqs.~5a!, ~6c!, and
~11b!, the differentn scalings~even the sign of the power!
make this an incomplete model for extrapolation to ITE
FDR, for example. For contrast, free empirical fits are giv
in Table I. All three devices, taken separately, have nea
linear r i* scaling. While AUG and DIII-D go well togethe
with a standard deviation little different than taken individ
ally, all devices taken together have a reduced chi squa
about four times larger, and a weakr i* scaling. Again,
clearly, the larger JET is in a different regime than the clo
together in size AUG and DIII-D.

Taking the assumptions used to derive Eq.~11c!, there is
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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a value of r i* that minimizesbu,crit , using an argumen
similar to that for Eq.~12! of

r i* ,min5~3Cp
2/2Cs0

2 !3/2n24/3, ~14a!

for the special case ofa[4/9 andwd[0. Thus at fixedn one
expects abu,crit}r i*

4/3 ~i.e., nearly linear! for r i* @r i* ,min, no
dependence ofbu,crit on r i* for r i* 'r i* ,min and anincreas-
ing bu,crit with decreasingr i* for r i* ,r i* ,min, with stability
for r i* <r i* ,stablewhere

r i* ,stable5~Cp
2/Cs0

2 !3/2n24/3. ~14b!

Note thatr i* ,stable'0.2r i* ,min if a[4/9 and thewd /r term is
neglected. Including the incomplete pressure flatten
threshold can raiser i* ,min as will be seen later.

FIG. 6. ~a! Ratio of critical beta to normalized ion gyroradius versus co
sionality. j JET, d ASDEX Upgrade,m DIII-D. Solid lines for ASDEX
Upgrade and DIII–D are best power law fits, solid line for JET is best th
order polynomial fit, while dashed line is best power law fit.~b! Same data
plot with ratio of critical beta normalized by best fit function of collisiona
ity versus rhoistar (r i* ). Note thatf (n) is different for each device and the
factor of 3 included in the normalization allows for where the best fit curv
cross~a!. j JET, d ASDEX Upgrade,m DIII-D.

TABLE I. Free empirical fits tobN5C(r i* /1022)x(n i /eve* )y ~sbN
is the

standard deviation of the experimental and fitted criticalbN!.

Device # Data C x y sbN

AUG 14 5.7 1.1 0.25 0.20
DIII-D 15 9.6 1.3 0.43 0.22
JET 33 2.2 0.64 20.10 0.29
AUG & DIII-D 29 7.3 1.2 0.32 0.23
All 62 2.7 0.41 0.00 0.38
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 7. ~Color! Contour plots of criticalbN data forq51 sawtooth inducedm/n53/2 NTM in r i* ,n space. EachbN contour is 0.3 wide.~a! ‘‘Medium-size
tokamaks’’ ASDEX Upgrade, and DIII-D, arrow isbN}r i* n0.3. ~b! ‘‘Large-size tokamak’’ JET, arrow isbN}r i* n20.1.
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The bN , r i* , n data from Fig. 6 are shown in contou
plots in Fig. 7. ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D are combined
Fig. 7~a! and show an increasing critical beta with largerr i*
and greater collisionality. JET stands alone in Fig. 7~b! and
again shows an increasing critical beta with largerr i* butbN

weakly decreasing with greater collisionality. Reiteratin
the difference inn-scaling implies a lack of separability o
ther i* andn scalings and thus anaÞ1/3 dependence of th
relative seed island with magnetic Reynolds number. T
change in the power of then scaling between AUG/DIII-D
and JET from positive to negative is consistent with E
~11c! and~12!; at the lowerr i* , higherS in JET, the varia-
tion in wseed/wpol becomes more significant, i.e., the denom
nator in Eq. ~11c!, for bu,crit , determines then-scaling.
While ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D are in the regime whe
bu,crit increases with increasing threshold, JET has ente
the regime wherebu,crit increases with decreasing seed
land.

IV. MULTIPARAMETER CRITICAL BETA FIT

The database forq51 sawtooth inducedm/n53/2
NTMs in AUG, DIII-D, and JET in regimes similar to tha
expected for ITER/FDR is fitted to our model, which can
expressed in terms ofr i* andn as

bNC5
C0C1r i*

3ana

1

11C4
2r

i*
2/326an22a2

~11C2n!/~11C3n!

C1
2r i*

6a22n2a

, ~15!

with r i* in units of 131023. The parameters to be fitted a
C0 , C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 , and a. Thus, Eq.~15! can be com-
pared to Eq.~11!. The overall constant of proportionalit
C051023(bN /bu)A0Cp with A052D8r /(e1/2Lq /Lp) from
Eq. ~6b! and Cp from Eq. ~5b!. This incorporates various
profile factors which are expected to be similar for this d
tabase. While individual discharge profiles are used to ev
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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ate r i* and n, C0 will be proportional to a mean value o
D8r .26 C15(131023)3a21Cs0 /Cp from Eqs. ~5b!, ~8b!,
~9a!, ~9b!, and~10! represents the constant of proportional
for the relative size of the seed island to the polarizati
inertial characteristic island.C2 andC3 represent the transi
tion of the polarization/inertial characteristic island from co
lisionless n!C2

21 with g(e,n)51 to collisional with n
@C2

21 and g(e,n)'C2 /C35O(e23/2@1). C45Cd /Cs0

from Eqs.~3b!, ~8b!, ~9a!, ~9b!, and~10! represents the con
stant of proportionality of the relative size of the incomple
pressure flattening characteristic threshold island to tha
the seed island. Finally,a is the key parameter for the
wseed/r}S2a dynamic coupling model.

In order to scale Eqs.~14! and ~15! to a reactor-grade
tokamak, such as ITER/FDR, the best fitted values
C0 ,...,C4 and a are made from the ASDEX Upgrade
DIII-D, JET database by minimizing

x2[
1

N2n21 (
1

N

wi@bN,data2bN,model# i
2, ~16!

where there areN562 data points andn1156 fitted con-
stants. The weightswi for the data from each device ar
determined iteratively from the variancesbN

of the fit evalu-
ated for each device first with allwi[1, then refitted with
wi;sbN

22 such thatSwi[N data points. The final weights

used arewi50.70 for JET and 1.34 for ASDEX Upgrade an
DIII-D. The overall sbN

50.37 compared tosbN
50.20 for

ASDEX Upgrade, 0.25 for DIII-D, and 0.31 for JET from
the separate best fit curves of Fig. 6~b!. In performing the
fitting, a test is made of each case to check if it is on
‘‘seed’’ curve of Fig. 1; if found on the ‘‘saturated’’ curve o
Fig. 1, the fittedbN is set to the minimum value consiste
with Eq. ~6b!.

The significance of each of the best fit constants will
evaluated for typical data values ofn50.075 andr i* 57.0
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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31023. See Table II.C050.057 yields a typical value o
D8r 523.1 for bu /bN51/3, Bu /Bf051/5, e51/5, Lq /Lp

51.5, andr /a50.65. This is a value in the midrange b
tween marginally stable,D8r 50, and very stable,D8r'
22m526, current profiles.C155.95 ~with a50.46, C2

556.5, andC353.1! yields a ratio ofwseedto wpol of 1.8 for
the typical data value~n50.075 andr i* 57.031023! and
1.0 for ITER/FDR~n50.13 andr i* 51.231023!. Thus the

TABLE II. Best fit constants and consequences~typical database has value
of r i* 57.031023 and n50.075; ITER/FDR hasr i* 51.231023 and
n50.13!.

Parameter Best fit
Database

consequences
ITER/FDR

consequences

C0 0.057 D8r'23.1 same
C1 5.95 wseed/wpol'1.8

~large enough for NTM!
wseed/wpol51.0
~marginally too small
for NTM excitation!

C2 , C3 56.5,3.1 n low<0.02,
nhigh>0.32,
(C2 /C3)1/254.2
compared toe23/4'3.3
from large aspect ratio
tokamak theory

same

C4 0.60 wd /wseed'0.26,
wpol

2 54.4wd
2,

wseed/(wpol
2 1w

d
)1/2

'1.6.1

wd /wseed'1.3,
wpol

2 50.6wd
2

wseed/(wpol
2 1wd

2)1/2

'0.6,1
a 0.4660.08 wseed/wpol}r i*

0.3860.24

at fixedn
same
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
existing NTM unstable discharges are fitted by seed isla
exceeding the polarization/inertial threshold. Using t
model to extrapolate to the ITER/FDR suggests its seed
lands would be too small to excite the NTM based on
polarization/inertial thresholdalone.

The fitted parametersC2556.5 andC353.1 for the col-
lisionality dependence of the polarization/inertial thresho
are equivalent to:~1! the low collisionality regime is entered
for n<C2

2150.02, ~2! the high collisionality regime is en
tered forn>C3

2150.32, therefore most of the existing da
~and ITER/FDR! are in the transition regime,~3! C2 /C3

518 compared to a predicted, large aspect ratio tokam
estimate of e23/2'11, thus the high collisionality
polarization/inertial threshold island would, if accessed, b
factor of 181/2'4 times higher than that for the low colli
sionality regime. Operation at very high field, and hence l
r i* , may allow this regime to be accessed.

The parameterC450.60 ~with a50.46! which charac-
terizes the incomplete pressure flattening threshold yield
relativewd characteristic island size to that ofwseedof 0.26
for typical data values~r i* 57.031023 and n50.075! and
1.3 for ITER/FDR~r i* 51.231023 and n50.13!. Thus for
the typical values of existing devices:~1! wpol

2 '4.4wd
2 and

the polarization/inertial threshold dominates over the inco
plete pressure flattening threshold,~2! the ratio ofwseedto the
effective characteristic threshold island size (wpol

2 1wd
2)1/2 is

about 1.6, and~3! the first term in the denominator of th
critical beta model Eq.~14! is about 0.94 or close to unity
island

FIG. 8. ~Color! Contour plots of criticalbN fit for q51 sawtooth inducedm/n53/2 NTM in r i* ,n space. EachbN contour is 0.3 wide. Minima forr i*
[7.031023 with varyingn and forn50.13 with varyingr i* are noted. The expected ITER/FDR operating point is in the stable region where the seed
is too small to excite the metastable tearing mode.
cense or copyright; see http://pop.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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For ITER/FDR:~1! wpol
2 '0.5wd

2 and the incomplete pressur
flattening threshold is relatively larger, a consequence of
assumedwpol}r i* and wd}r i*

1/3 scalings,~2! the ratio of
wseedto (wpol

2 1wd
2)1/2 is about 0.6 or too small to excite th

NTM, and~3! the first term in the denominator of the critic
beta model Eq.~14! is approximately 0.38, which contribute
to the threshold and stability, i.e., net negative denomina

The best fit parametera50.4660.08, to one sigma un
certainty, and characterizes the effect of dynamic coupling
the q51 sawtooth instability as a source ofm/n53/2 seed
island.a50.4660.05 from the seed island scaling shown
Fig. 5 which isnot used in the beta fit and therefore provid
an independent check on the consistency of the model.
consequence is that the ratio ofwseedto wpol scales at fixedn
as wseed/wpol}r i*

3a21}r i*
0.3860.24. Clearly, the uncertainty is

high, and at the one-sigma confidence level,a could be too
low ~i.e., a weak scaling ofwseed/wpol! to avoid seed islands
exceeding the threshold island width, so NTMs would th
not be avoided in ITER/FDR at lowr i* . This indicates the
importance of an accurate determination ofa. Including the
incomplete pressure flattening threshold does still allow
reduced stable operating window of ITER/FDR but thewd /r
scaling is much more uncertain, both theoretically and fr
fitting to existing devices~aswd!wpol! than that ofwpol /r .

The best fit contour plot of criticalbN versusr i* and
n5n i /eve* is shown in Fig. 8. Comparison with Fig.
shows:~1! a region of increasing criticalbN with increasing
r i* and increasingn similar to Fig. 7~a! for ASDEX Upgrade
and DIII-D, ~2! a region of increasing criticalbN with in-
creasingr i* and decreasingn similar to Fig. 7~b! for JET,
~3! minima in bN(n) at fixedr i* which shift higher inn as
r i* is lowered, as given by Eq.~12!, ~4! minima in bN(r i* )
at fixedn in the low r i* , high n region which has not bee
plumbed by existing devices, and~5! a stable region in which
the seed island is too small to overcome the polarizat
inertial and incomplete pressure flattening thresholds.
predicted ITER/FDR operating point~bN52.5, G51.35,
r i* 51.231023, and n5n i /eve* 50.13! sits in the stable
region. However, statistical uncertainty in fittinga and the
reliance on both the seed and threshold islands becom
small at lowr i /high Sreduces confidence in NTM avoidanc
in ITER/FDR, and it would thus be wise to continue th
development of mode control techniques.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A database was assembled in terms of the critical b
for onset of aq51 sawtooth inducedm/n53/2 neoclassica
tearing mode. The operating regimes of the tokamaks
DEX Upgrade, DIII-D, and JET were run as close as poss
in shape,q95, etc. to that proposed for the reactor-gra
tokamak design ITER/FDR. The database is couched
terms of normalized beta,bN , normalized size,r i* , and
normalized ion collisionality,n5n i /eve* .

The database is fitted to a model based on physics
principles, not a purely empirical scaling law. The key phy
ics points used are:~1! the dominant threshold island fo
NTMs is suggested from the polarization/inertial model
Wilson et al., and ~2! the seed island scaling is suggest
Downloaded 08 Aug 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP li
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from a model of Hegnaet al. which takes into account the
dynamical effect of geometrically coupled perturbation
the sawtooth instability, at theq53/2 surface. The
polarization/inertial threshold is successful in readily givi
a nearly linear scaling of criticalbN with r i* for the existing
devices. The dynamic coupling effect on the seed island s
ing is successful in explaining the change in the sign of
power of thev scaling from ASDEX Upgrade and DIII-D
to JET, i.e., at smallerr i* , higher magnetic Reynolds
numberS.

The best fit of the model was made using as few f
parameters as possible, with no allowance for variations
profile factors such as the classical tearing stability param
D8, and thus can only be considered as representative o
existing devices. The common regime ofq(0)'1 due to
sawteeth and similarq95 in ELMing H-mode should make
for similar q and current profiles and thus similar values
D8. A key feature of the physics model and fit is a relati
scaling of the ratio of seed island to polarization/inert
threshold island ofwseed/wpol}r i*

0.3860.24, at fixed collision-
ality. This leads to a prediction for ITER/FDR, at very lo
r i* , that the seed island could be too small to overcome
combination of the polarization/inertial and the incomple
pressure flattening thresholds due to dynamical decoup
of q51 sawteeth toq53/2 at highS. Thus the sawtooth
would not sufficiently disturb the metastable plasma to tr
ger the NTM. However, the uncertainty in the fit to the e
isting database is such that additional data, particularly
lower r i* , are needed to improve confidence in the extra
lation, and the continued development of control techniq
is advisable.

Use of this particularm/n53/2 NTM fit for other modes
such as the ‘‘hard’’m/n52/1 NTM or to other regimes~dif-
ferent shape,q95, etc.! is not recommended. Future wor
should continue to expand the database and fits to other c
~for example, for them/n52/1 mode or for advanced toka
maks with minimumq.2 andm/n55/2 NTMs!. Theoreti-
cal effort should concentrate on improving our understand
of the basic physics, particularly in the area of the thresh
physics and trigger mechanisms~e.g., seed islands!. The
work presented here suggests that our theoretical model
describe several factors observed in the database. Neve
less, the theory behind the model needs to be put on a fir
basis in order to develop a better predictive capability.
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